The LTI Board of Trustees Chairman Arnold J. Lovering was unanimously voted a blank degree by the LTI Board. Lovering is the first person in LTI history to receive a blank degree. This honor is warded upon Lovering because of his vast awareness of the problems that confront the students, faculty, and administration of LTI.

A distinguished member of the Class of '61, Mr. Lovering has compiled an enviable record in the good-natured category (see insert). His most significant achievement is being the recipient of the distinguished ROTC Beneficial Award as a drummer. This talent is still in evidence today.

At the Board meetings, Mr. Boom Bob Lovering still beats it with all the vigor of days past by as the opposition well knows.

A degree in electrical engineering has prepared "Arnie" well for the rigors of Board chairman. With a flair of his slide rule Lovering can calculate the resistance to his moves and the capacitance of his political machine. Lovering's electrical personality has shocked a number of Board members who have doubts concerning his potential. Also vicious rumors circulate about his "turning on".

However altruistic, Arnie, sound with his engineering degree has turned down a glamorous career of driving trains in order to conduct the LTI Board.

Recently, in a poorly orchestrated movement the LTI Board voted to approve students who have completed degree requirements in three years honorary degree. In honor of Mr. Lovering's past achievements in the field of inside the Trustees voted to award Robert Bob 62 a blank degree.

One faculty member was heard to say, "We all worked hard for our degrees, let Arnie come back when he's earned one!"

Mr. Arnold J. Lovering presents himself a blank degree.

New Dean Assumes Seat

The first Dean of Information was sworn in today in a solemn ceremony held in Cumnock Hall. Dean Orizma was appointed to this position by the Governor who had been petitioned by a well-known state representative.

In an exclusive Harpoon interview he revealed his intent to this most esteemed position. As a teenager he realized that he possessed outstanding talent and began his career. He hung out a shingle and began reeling fortunes. Later he established his own consulting firm, "Orizma the Omniscient" as he was called, provided advice for many uncertain persons. His largest client involved consisted of stockbroker, hoodwink, and occasional politicians.

He has sworn allegiance to the students of LTI. "After all," he was quoted as saying, "it's easier to tell a student that he will soon be flunking out of school than to tell the Provost that he will soon be fired!" It seems that the Dean has experienced tremendous success. He has accurately forecasted the future for numerous politicians (notably Governor Shouldn't and Representative Shoesheen).

(Continued on page 3.)

Faculty Union Signs First Contract

The Faculty Union (Local, 1994, Mass. Teachers Association) has convened even the most skeptical and most vocal of its critics that it can work quickly and efficiently. Within one week of the historic 1:1676 election on April 27 it has negotiated and signed a contract with the Board of Trustees, Union President and new Commonwealth Professor, David Kerr, that says any of terms of the agreement were worked out within a month. "How could we possibly know who to kill," he points out, "until O'Connor and I bargained the decision?"

Some of the more important Articles of the agreement are the following:

1. Because they have violated all the basic principles of academic freedom, have demonstrated gross moral turpitude and professional incompetence, the following seventy-six (76) faculty members have forfeited their claim to tenure and shall be given, effective immediately, one-week severance pay:

2. Rehiring the principles of shared governance, of independence of institutional components, and of participatory democracy, the Union agrees to send the Provost a Xerox copy of all new institute policy formulated at University meetings.

3. Demonstrating its commitment to Affirmative Action, the Union accepts the resignation of Dean Alexander as OEO officer and Dean-designate Diamond of the College of Management Science. Barbara Wills will become full professor and OEO officer, and Abie Frost '71 will become new College Dean.

4. Recognizing the obligations inherent in a "full-time" appointment to the Institute faculty, the Union agrees that every faculty member will spend "the equivalent of approximately one day per week" on campus for teaching and counseling students.

5. The following faculty members have been voted special sabatinis (two years off at double pay): Prof. Brandin, Fried, Akin, Burke, Minovit, Sowon, and Licenido. To compensate for their extended absence, the following faculty members will work 7 days a week with half pay: Prof. Clark, Donovan, B. Shupito, Sheldon, T. Whitlow, Reynolds, More, and Kistler.

(Photos on back page)
Back to Textile

"God Bless America and God Bless each and every one of you," R.M.N.

Senior Weekend Tickets
now on sale

Fri, May 18 - gondola ride on the Merrimac with Prof. Kudzma as your guide. The boat will disembark the LTI boat house at 7 PM. Bring life preservers.

Sat, May 19 - picnic, Student Lounge in Southwick Hall. Bring your change for vending machine lunch. Swimming in the faculty mens room, so bring your suit.

Sun, May 20 - semiformal banquet, Smith Hall 7 PM - Menu: chicken, chow mein or Knockwurst and sauerkraut. Entertainment by Jimmy and the Whistling Janitors. only $1.53 - All Weekend - Buy Now!!
Shame On You

Dear Editor,

At the risk of being termed "old fashioned" and out of step with the times, I want to register my strong disapproval of the flabby and obscure works that appear in so many of the articles published in the "Text". It would appear to me that the time is long overdue when you and your staff, the administration of the Board of Trustees, established the policy of refusing to allow to be printed any article containing obscenities. If students by the time they have entered college do not have a sufficient command of the English language to adequately express themselves without having to resort to using such words then in my opinion that student doesn't belong here.

There was a time when I would take the "Text" home as the members of my family enjoyed reading of the activities of the college. Now, however, after I read it I throw it into the trash barrel where believe me many of the articles published therein belong.

Respectfully yours,
J. A. Almovorth

(Continued from page 1)

Godsmell

Everyone's talking about Godsmell. Listen to just a few.
"It Assists the process."
"You can't describe the feeling, it's just something in the air."
"The only musical which should have a rating - PU."
"It's just...
"Clairvoyant all my feelings on religion, as well as my finances."
The Godsmell experience is drifting across the country. Based on the Gospel according to the New York Dept. of Sanitation, Godsmell depicts Christ as a N.Y.S.D. truck driver and his merry bunch of disciples (street sweepers) acting out biblical parables on their routes (9-1st to 9-20th). The climax comes with the betrayal and death of Christ when Judas throws a banana peel in front of Christ and his (Christ) is crushed to death in the rotating garbage remover in the rear of his truck.
The musical runs with acts such as "Singing to High Heaven" and "I Can Save You Soul Food", sung by Jesus. Says Jonas Rodriguez who plays Jesus, "Wow, I think that Jesus are just alright wit' me."

BOYS, BOYS, BOYS and GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS
Makes For FUN, FUN, FUN
AT THE ALL NEW LOWELL U.

GUYS - Been wanting to "get it on" since Jr. High but haven't found the perfect school??

GIRLS - Looking for your "perfect mate"??

It's Here, It's New, It's WOW!!!
Lowell University

Yes girl here's the school to attend, where the guys are hap

And even the administrators are all cu
e

Hoy guys, when was the last time you had a really stimula-
ting lecture like this

Or saw a prima balerina pirouetting down the halls?

It's all at L.U. Two separate campuses so you always know where the action is. Send now for free brochure

Best Deals In Town!!!!

Honest King Leo's Quality Used Cars
Royal Cars at Peasant Prices
Just Look To $6 Rembler
Classic ... a steal at $992.99
'64 Chevy ... yours for only $744.99
And MORE, MORE, MORE
Your money back if not satisfied! unless car driven over 7000 miles after purchase or headlights turned on after dark.
the N.U.T.S. game

Start:

Congratulations, you're a sophomore.

Buy books in booklist, take a turn quitting for now.

Go to AVS room, need less for film to be used.

You failed the ROCS test. Roll again.

Try to find the work you need in the library.

Dean's Office

DEAN'S OFFICE: Bluff dean and wait until next time. Sometimes only 3 or 4 times.

Download your friend's registration.

Get something to do.

Go to dean. Offer you on a permanent change.

You get a better friends appointment. Roll again.

You have to be nuts to play it!

Text:

* You have to be nuts to play it!

Registration

Read the registration packet and fill the lines on your next turn. Only 2, 4, 6, 9 or 6 roll join you on the registrar's list.

The Dean believes your inventory is different. Turn up your name and give your犹豫.

You lose your inventory. Go to the dean's office and start over again.

Graduation!

You Win?
You know you’re stunned when: you can feel your eyes burning red — you start right funny — you spill your soup over yourself and it takes so long to get there — the walls seem to be encircling you — you’re talking to someone and you forget what you just said — the other guy answers you — life at LIT seems great — you close your eyes and the inside of your eyelids look amusing — you change geeks stuck in your mouth — you get these “incredible munches” — you only say parts of words when talking to your mother — you see something in the road that looks like an elephant, and it’s a trailer truck — you’re playin’ chess and you give the other guy how to beat you — you lose — you go into a non-stoppable fit of laughter — you’re thickening of dating an LIT girl — you call home and forget who you’re calling for — the food in the cafe tastes good — you’re cranky too — purring seems to be part of your nature — you try to figure out an old Perry Mason plot — it’s axiomatic says there is something in your eye — and it’s your pupils — you really cut into a one-hour dinner — you’re thinking of going home Spring Courtland weekend — your friends start singing to themselves — it sounds good — you go up for seconds — playing Fresbee in the nude on your bathroom window looks like a good idea — you go to supposed to be going home and you’re writing up a list like this — you’re listening to the news and your feet start stomping — you feel like walking 13 miles to get you there — you think the Dean is really on your side — you’re going to a hot dinner but forget to put your pants on — you have a matchstick and get burnt — you shave off your mustache when you wanted to train them — when everyone starts talking at once — you listen to ’em — thinking suddenly is fun — the pips goes around 4 in the morning — you’re up for thirds — he walks back into your classroom — you rationalize the legitimation of bronch — you fall asleep in the middle of a bit — you go to class — and enjoy it — you hope you get the medals — you go to check your mailbox and you try to open the wrong one — you think 2003 is a room on the 20th floor of the S.U.B. — you support JS + B’s ideas — you swallow a tooth and put down a shot of Wild Turkey to pull it out — you forget what soon you live in — you dig AM radio — you come out of an exam and say “I lied today” — you run for offices — you offer your mother a list at a discount — you run out of dope and it doesn’t even bother you.

The Tech Pluggers Present:

On Saturday night, May 5, 1973, The Tech Pluggers are planning a full scale production of the new Oliverio play THEROKEEPER. If past record prevails it will never get off the ground, although many of the members are continually flying around. It will be quite exciting to see a number of the pluggers revolving themselves in their new roles. The show is budgeted a giant deal of training, especially during their regular Tuesday afternoon rehearsals.

At the weekend Oliverio will play the lead role as the rockkeep. Originally the author had intended to portray this character, however Mike Chlebik, after attending a big total of three rehearsals has declared himself more qualified. He is known to many as the boy of a thousand faces. Miss Ruth Sspquale will portray the chief’s head witchdoctor. She will have as one of her duties, that of sending to it that most of the men in the tribe is left unsatisfied. The costume designer Mr. Tuchman has saddled himself in constructing — at it now stands, everything will be pink and of course, pretty. A rare and somewhat unusual specimen in our ZOO, not exactly any red, without watching is certain to be missed. He has always been highly regarded in the Pluggers circle.

The most successful artist in the entire company, Miss Jewell Miss will portray the chief’s assistant. Her role is one of the most difficult to have been done by anyone else, as it is the extreme end of one of our most prized animals. We have some trouble at the beginning of the season and almost lost him, we are truly fortunate and grateful for this, the smallest of miracles.

Also in this year’s final performance is the long lost beast. Most all of us know Mr. Winston Stahl has really stood at the local rodeo, however he’s back and we are glad! The other members of the zoo will be in solitary confinement, where they will be known only by the elephant and his female trainer, the Cuniculus or is the Baritone? Each of these animals will be returned to their compendium cage only upon written request of five or less members of the spectator audience at Saturday.

I look forward to seeing you there, J.R. OLLIE (Producer, director, and author in retirement.)

Wrecked Thoughts

Problems in Courage

Could you imagine a country where the slogans and symbols of incompetent LTI administrators to keep their jobs. Great lectures and one service reviled. Publishers sell used paperbacks.

Students discuss the ethics of term paper buying. Should one argue or hand in as seen?

Profession Trends

A new educational experience. Teacher is told before he is teaching a course in Concrete. Students are not allowed to attend classes, but are expected to do their own research in five minutes. The class is over to explain why he has been unable to make any class this semester.

Nationalism

The fine art of putting off studying or dismissing it on a final as the professors subconscious dislike of your obviously superior thinking.

In class Simulation (Formerly Transferin of fluids)

Things you can do is close to prevent brain cell deterioration. Development of course limited only by personal preoccupation and the limits of your mind.

For the student who sees the formula as more than an arrangement of symbols. Coverage of range of angle, mass of air, etc.

Plastics Seminar

Seminar led by a Freebie (Ph.D. Harvard) and a well known high polymeric transducer into text cover.

Completion Analysis LL II

Discussion of various acne remedies from Thera-Bias to screen.

Culture by the Pasture; Symbols of Ostenation, Luxury, and Vanity

A visit to the decorative arts art of entering a luxurious dangerous-like environment dating back to the drags of 1955. Compounded as the exotic spirit to pious here with delightfully picturesque images can be nostalgically described (throughout the years) furniture and austere architecture.

In its vast number of halls and classrooms display, the imposing wonder if the institute houses a vast collection of priceless throwback, shadowed back by the pale and enameled, high hierarchies on nearly every wall. But the feature hierarchies that when you move you lose in the bathrooms of Pasture Stahl.

The mediums that have been reserved for three-fourths of a century are now on display in all cases was the mansion of Lowell Textile School.

Many of the decorations have been slightly altered with normal wear and tear, much remains intact, equally the evidence of inexperience.

Impotent: Receptor?

Administration officials released a 60 page statement last week in response to growing concern about the impotency of Tech’s nuclear reactor. Housed the the world's largest iron clad half bred, the huge mass has been subject to talk since.

However, administration officials predict that puberty is about to come since the reactor was conceived 12 years ago. According to reliable sources, the alleged fragility is due in part to the lack of development. They predict a climax with a few months. The report outlined the reactor's capability as approaching symbonamotus in which full high. It also stated that the danger to the public is minimal and that public health officials will watch the reactor weekly. Spectators say that there is a risk that the reactor may be dipped in acid which would cause a catastrophic consequence. Environmentals are concerned over the reactor's discharge. Administration officials pointed towards the allegations stating that physiogen has been the watchword so prevent an accident.

May 4, 1973
THE TEXT

Dear Diary,

Since Marty's been gone, I've been trying to occupy myself for eight hours a day so I decided to get myself a "confidential friend" - namely you. I've also started making the best of the honeymoon, so to speak. I'm decked in plain brown paper to cover this so I wait till I get home now to unwind. I just finished reading "All You Ever Wanted To Know About Sex," now I am a smart cookie!

I guess I really started writing to you because I need someone to confide in. I've been so mixed up lately. Actually, I worry about a real constant fellow in the office down below. They're trying to jeopardize his job here. What's wrong with him, I just don't know. I think you said you are the only one left here. A secretary's job isn't what it used to be. You could just meld your own business, do your work and take coffee breaks. Now you have to worry about the welfare of your hard working administration here.

There's just no money any more. This guy downstays is always trying to make friends with the kids in the office. When you think about it when they go, I just wish I'd look at me somewhere. This is a lonely life here, he comes now. Byeee!

Betty

2nd day

Dear Diary.

Yesterday, I neglected to tell you anything about this place I work in. It's nothing special, but I felt I should say ALL about it because if we are to confide in each other. I work in an office upstairs with only myself. Believe me, it's better than using an office with Jews downstays. They'd drive me up the window sill. Why one day, one of them would come out of her office and kiss another girl's eye lashes and spit on her desk! So the finally asked the girl, "What kind of an audience do you think this girl might have in her face? The jerk answers, "Oh, they're a joke," then he ran out of the office. I'll bet that guy's got his eye on you. And she's right one right in the middle of the girl opinion! I hope to say something.

Betty

2nd day

After I wrote the letter for Betty, I continued:

"To demonstrate its commitment to the care and support of the Alzheimer's Disease of Tuesday had visited the office and talked me from personal experience. "The problem is very much a problem for us," she said. "Let's get better at what we do.

A new research question: Is there a role for therapy in the prevention of Alzheimer's Disease?"

Dear Diary,

I don't know what I'm gonna do. Sitting here pondering over what to write, I can't think of an extra-ordinaty realization that the soapops might really do something about the occupation. I've always been a keen diary writer. I think they realize that if I get it out, I can do it again.

But I couldn't think of them. If they want to see me and another girl, all they have to do is hire Leo and Betty. Somewhere to come to his defense. He can't do it himself.

Things down in the Students Affairs office are really getting out of hand. I can't think of anything. They're not very nice any more. I used to have the time to talk to the desk clerk and every Monday. Now I have to go down to the mailroom and get it myself. We are a waste of good coffee time!

Well, that's enough depressing news for now. I'd like to say that I think I'm better now. I'm not going to write them. I'll write this to you. I'm writing this out of my anger. I won't do it any more.

Remember the hunky lion? Well, I think I'm in love with my secretary. I used to like this until recently. He walked in the morning, winks at me and my knees start knocking together. It wouldn't be bad, but my legs don't stop juggling for ten minutes.

What can I do? You must have some suggestions! Don't just sit there with that look on your face! Do something!!!

Hopelessly,

Betty

Dear Diary.

Monday is the first day I'm really putting you to the test of truth. I'm getting my complete self out. I'm going to let them know and blow it to someone who might get their head on it.

Remember the hunky lion? Well, I think I'm in love with my secretary. I used to like this until recently. He walked in the morning, winks at me and my knees start knocking together. It wouldn't be bad, but my legs don't stop juggling for ten minutes.

What can I do? You must have some suggestions! Don't just sit there with that look on your face! Do something!!!

Hopelessly,

Betty

Dear Diary.

Today was T.I.D.E. I mean I just couldn't take the pressure of it at all. Leo came by and hinted that his children today.

1) Your mistakes, when changing your diaphragm during the first child exploratory stage, would always pull your hands away from your unconscious.

2) A group of "techs" would accompany every diaper change, instilling in the child a feeling of hopelessness and incomprehensible biological processes.

3) The child must be threatened with being flushed down the toilet if you don't believe, which might be some sort of repetitive, but should be stressed due to the severe psychological stress which it can have on the child, not only in infancy, but also in the later stages of adolescence, as some parents still do this to their children.

I hope that your problem is solved and that maybe you can understand how to get a better feeling for this type of behavior which is influenced by an early childhood syndrome. If you are still unsure or in doubt, I have a whole army of psychological tests which you could take right here in your office, or if you have a special block over exams due to competitive pressures brought about by either peer group or your parents, and by the way how is the job market this year as far as job competition? You know a friend of mine was telling me that in an interview which he took, and this was just last week, they actually used the Gustaf type of interview, which just goes to show you that they do use these various techniques still today. So if you are still unsure or in doubt, and I think the thing is extra, just ask me, and you'll probably be able to see just how normal you are.

Good Luck,

Dr. Waterdown
Currently, students are complaining that Dean King has constantly taken students' academic and constitutional rights and freedoms and thrown them into the wastebasket in favor of his own policies.

Dean King's policies on marijuana have created mostly gripes from both the commuter and dormitory students. But one individual, who is the major cause of this controversy, questions the dean on only one issue.